The Buddhas Law Among The Birds
the diamond sutra - zen-ua - section ii. subhuti makes a request now in the midst of the assembly was the
venerable subhuti. forthwith he arose, uncovered his right shoulder, popular deities of chinese buddhism
(illustrated) - v reface is elementary book on chinese buddhism and its more popu-larly worshipped deities,
has been written for the benefit of buddhists amongst the chinese community. the heart sutra - zen - the
heart sutra: the full title of this sutra is the heart of great prajna sutra or the heart of great real wisdom sutra
(it's called the maka hannya haramita shingyo in japanese). in sanskrit it’s called the maha-prajna-paramitahrdaya-sutra represents the heart of a much longer sutra of 600 volumes called the maha-prajna-paramitasutra (the ...
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